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In the minds eye, we envision churning machinery and monstrous concrete structures burning with the fires of industry,
looming smoke stacks belching ebony smoke, blanketing the lands in dust and ash. A simple mental picture right?
Well, the images in this book will either reinforce or shatter that visual stereotype. Or maybe they’ll make you curl up by
the fireplace with a warm cup of cappuccino and a romance novel. Regardless, Monuments of Chaos is a 100-page
photography book that features graphical interpretations and visual abstractions of power plants - including photos of
some of tallest smoke stacks and largest generating stations in the world. If that doesn’t entice you to obtain this book at
any cost, I can’t imagine what will. That said, I’ve done my best to present these images in a manner to maximize both the
photographic composition and it’s visual impact. Hopefully, you’ll find these images as evocative, forboding and elegant
as I do. They stand as dramatic testaments to the power of the image and how it can shape our preconceptions.
Scott Mosher is a graphic artist, recording artist, and allroundniceguy™ and operates the creative mothership known as
Ambient Creative Arts studio. Ambient provides graphic design and digital imaging to a diverse base of clients, including
independent musicians, small businesses, book publishers and hapless family members. Activating the Time Flux Capacitor
in conjunction with any random internet search engine will reveal that Mr. Mosher has also independently released and
self-financed 4 CDs of contemporary progressive rock. Surf over to the design studio: www.theambientmind.com, test
drive his music: www.scottmosher.com or hit him up via email: dude@scottmosher.com.
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